[Direct determination or estimated value of plasma ionized calcium : indications and limits].
Calcium plays a fundamental role in many essential for life functions. Ionized calcium (Ca(++) ) represents free fraction and 50% of the total calcium in the plasma is accepted as its physiologically active form. On almost all laboratories, only total calcium is routinely measured, and ionized calcium concentration is calculated based on calcium, protein or albumin concentrations for many plasma sample or with others parameters like pH. Since 1935, the literature was abounted with "correction" formulae of varying degree of sophistication. Many laboratories routinely use correction formulae to either calculate an "adjusted" or "corrected" total calcium, or "ionized" fraction is calculated,but these determinations lack of accuracy or precision. Errors associated with the measurement of the other variables contribuate to the difficulty in producing a useful correction formulae. Direct measurement of ionized calcium by potentiometry is the method of choice for this assay. Improvements in ion selective electrodes (ISE) technology make possible the routine clinical measurement of Ca(++). However this technology implies several obligations for its use, particulary in blood ampling, storage and transport. In this review, characteristics of different available analysers are described. We think that Ca(++) should be systematically performed and not calculated in pathological situations where an possible alteration of the calcium metabolism is found especially in multiple myeloma in which paraprotein may bind calcium.